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Instt'ttcfiotts:

(i) Att questions corry eqlol morle's'

(ii) Th.ere are NINE qucstiotts in this paper'

(iii) Attempt FIf,| E Etestiorts in aIL

(iu) Question No 7 is amPri'sory'

l.Answertllefollowingquestions(anyseuenl:
, ,. r ----^r:

,{gy'b.f^e linear differential equation'

State necessarJr and sufficient condition for

a differential equation to be exact'

(c) Calculate PI of the difrerential equation

d2a +9-ou =o.&2 dx

(d) solve 
g*=1**,*.'

fine LaPlace transform'
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In rolling of two fair dice, what will be the
probability of getting odd number on both
the dice?

Write the probability distribution function
of normal distribution.

efine Bayes'theorem.

(r) For any two events A and B, find P(AnBl
and P(An B).

Give the relation of absolute measure of
skewness with mean, mediar-r and quartiles.

Ive (1+y2)41= ltan-r g- xldg.

s. use convotution theorem to find *[*l

4. Solve d": *gr= cos2t, if xpf = r, /1) = -r.dt2 \2 )

and B are independent events, then show
(i) A and,E, 1t4A and B, (iiilA and B are also

independent.

and prove multiplication theorem of
ility and also grve the condition of

iridependency.
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7. Solve tJ:e following differential equations :

- (a) (xa +2gldx+\rA3 +2Aa -4xldy=g

b) dA _x+2A-3
dx 2x+g-3

8. Fit a Poisson distribution to the following data
which gives the number of dodders in a sample of
clover seeds :

No. of Dod.ders (g o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Obserued
Frequencll

55 r54 r23 88 33 25 7 I o

of two models of refrigerators turned in for
models in recent sl.rrvey are given in the

adjoining table :

Life (tn years) Model A Model B
v2
24
44
ffi

8-10
L|.F^t2

5

16

13

7

5

3

2

7

L2

l9
9

I

What is the average life of each model of these
refrigerators? Which model shows more
uniformit5r?
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